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Hey RTN member! 

I'm Melody Wilding, a licensed social worker based
in New York City.    

In the first 12 months after launching my practice, I
went from zero media presence to being featured in
major publications like New York Magazine, Fast
Company, Shape, Cosmopolitan, and many more. 

To date I’ve given hundred of interviews. I'm a contributor at top media
outlets like Forbes, Inc. and PsychCentral, in large part thanks to the
relationships I’ve built with reporters and media contacts over time.  

Most importantly,  I've seen first-hand the power of exposure and visibility to
grow your business: I went from zero clients to fully booked out (with a wait
list!) and have become a recognized expert in my niche, opening up new
revenue streams like speaking, book deals, paid writing opportunities,
corporate partnerships, teaching, and more.  

Today 90% of my clients and email subscribers through the PR and press I get,
largely through the repeatable system I’ve developed using a free tool called
Help A Reporter Out (HARO).

http://mediadarlingmethod.com


WHAT IS HELP A REPORTER OUT?  

(HARO) 

You may have heard HARO mentioned along your practice-building
journey, perhaps in a Facebook group or on a blog.   

Here’s a quick breakdown of what HARO is and how it works:

When you sign up for HARO, you get three emails every weekday. Each
one has a HUGE list of requests (called “queries”) from reporters and
journalists looking for experts just like you who can share their advice
on a range of topics.  

Best of all? It's TOTALLY FREE to sign up for and use.  
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WHAT IS HELP A REPORTER OUT?  

(HARO) 

If you spot a query that fits your expertise, you simply email the reporter.
Then you may be quoted in an article or be interviewed on radio or TV.   

Journalists receive hundreds of responses each day, so it's important to
learn how to stand out.  

But before you dive into learning how to craft the perfect pitch, nail
interviews, and leverage that exposure to grow your business, you have to: 

And that's what the rest of this guide will help you. 

Register for HARO 

Understand the submission process and how to
have success with it 

Know how to pick HARO requests that will build your
brand, and avoid ones that will waste your time.  
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STEP 1: REGISTER FOR HARO
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STEP 1: REGISTER FOR HARO
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STEP 2: UNDERSTAND HOW TO

HAVE SUCCESS WITH HARO

Next you need to understand more
about how HARO works.  

I've put together a custom training
that walks you step-by-step through
the HARO submission process. 

In this complementary video training, you'll discover: 

- The in's and out's of responding to HARO requests 

- The TOP keys to getting visibility via HARO 

- Exactly how press exposure can grow your business 

>> Click here to watch the training <<

https://melodywilding.com/media-made-easy/
https://melodywilding.com/media-made-easy/
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STEP 3: PICK THE BEST HARO REQUESTS

With three emails and hundreds of
requests daily, HARO can get
overwhelming. 

Lots of entrepreneurs I talk to get
flustered. They give up before they ever
land any media exposure. 

If this sounds like you, then listen up! 

You need to prioritize and manage your
time. Otherwise, you'll waste hours
sending responses that go nowhere.  

Be this   Not that

If you want the best results, you need the discipline to proactively filter and
then answer HARO requests on a regular basis. 
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STEP 3: PICK THE BEST HARO REQUESTS

First, make getting press exposure a priority. Set aside time in your
schedule. HARO emails come in every day at the same times: 5:00 AM,
12:00 PM, and 5:00 PM ET. Carve out a few minutes between clients to
review and respond to the emails. 

You must also be very selective about the queries you even consider
answering. Some HARO queries can expose you to millions of readers.
Others are a complete waste of time and energy. 

Before you respond to a request, evaluate the opportunity and make sure
it's worth your time and a good fit for your brand. 

You can ask yourself questions like: 

- Would this be a media mention I'd be proud to share? 

- What's the potential reach of the exposure I'll get? 

- Is this an outlet that helps me reach my ideal audience or satisfies
another PR goal?  
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STEP 3: PICK THE BEST HARO REQUESTS

In my online course The Media Darling Method, I show you how to
discover how to filter hundreds of daily HARO queries.   

(in addition to writing the perfect email pitch, interviewing, promoting
your media mentions and more!) 

As my special gift you, I'm giving you an exclusive checklist from inside the
course vault. This is "Pre Pitch Checklist" Media Darling Method students
and I use to select the best, highest quality HARO queries.  

This checklist will help you quickly zero in on the "golden nugget"
opportunities that will give you the most website traffic, followers, and
clients.  

Many students say that these techniques have cut down the time they
spend on HARO to 15-20 minutes a day, while still getting them featured in
the media 2-3 times per week.  

Enjoy! 

http://mediadarlingmethod.com
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PRE-PITCH CHECKLIST

relevance reputation reach

I'M AN EXACT 

EXPERT MATCH

I'D BE PROUD TO 

REFERENCE THE 

PUB IN MY 

BIO/WEBSITE

MY IDEAL 

CLIENT 

KNOWS/READS 

THIS PUB

I WANT TO BE 

KNOWN FOR THIS 

TOPIC

CHECK  FOR 

CONFLICT OF 

VALUES

PUB SOCIAL 

FOLLOWING IS 

AT LEAST 10k

PUB SYNDICATES 

TO OTHER SITES

REPORTER HAS A 

SOCIAL PRESENCE 

REPORTER WRITES 

OTHER PLACES 

CHECK 

RELIGIOUS OR 

POLITICAL 

AFFILIATIONS

CHECK FOR 

LANGUAGE OR 

BRANDING 

CONCERNS

Use this checklist to assess the quality of a HARO request before investing time in it.



Grow Your Practice  

with Media Exposure and Publicity   

 

The Media Darling Method is a self-paced online course

that gives you a proven, step-by-step process to land and

leverage major media exposure–fast.  

You’ll discover how to get quoted in top publications, then

turn media mentions into real business results (new

clients!)   

>> LEARN MORE <<
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